In an effort to make meetings more open and transparent, the PAC Communications Subcommittee has created a website which will publicly note:

- Advance notice of meetings agendas
- At the close of each meeting, a member of the PAC will list information for applicable liaisons and representatives to report out to constituent groups
- A PAC representative will, within one week, review that liaisons/representatives have informed their constituents of the information

Learn more about the PAC from President Mercer’s Letter to the College on January 30, 2014 and the Council’s formally endorsed PAC Guidelines & Expectations.

Shared Governance Subcommittees:

**Collaboration:**
Nicole Morgan Agard, Co-chair; Bonnie Blake; Peter Campbell; Cathy Davey; Debra Stark, Co-Chair; Donna Flynn; Tae Kwak; Leah Lindstrom; Carolyn Merkel; Debra Perry; Eddie Saiff; Dolly Sacristan

**Communications:**
Susan Gaulden; Martha Ecker; Janelle Ferraro; Annmarie Fletekval, Co-chair; Caleb Herbst; Aaron Lorenz, Co-chair; Sandra Hancock Martin; Peter Mercer; Ed Petkus; Chris Romano; John Thompson

**Continuous Learning:**
Rikki Abzug; Odailin Dume; Gilad Cohen; Susan Eisner; Susan Hangen; Leigh Cregan Keller; Kirsten Loewrigkeit; Kathleen Ray; Dorothy Echols Tobe, Co-chair; Brittany Williams-Goldstein, Co-chair; Melissa Van Der Wall.

**Decision Making Plan:**
The PAC shall review the policy, consult with the Faculty Assembly, Student Government Association, and Ramapo Staff Association, and advise the PAC if the policy is adopted or returned with feedback for revisions. Within 30 days, the PAC shall make the adopted policy available to the entire College. Progress on each policy shall be made available to the campus annually (at a minimum) through the shared governance channels.